
Nexcopy Adds 128GB Drives For USB Copy
Protection
Nexcopy Inc. Adds Support For USB
Copy Protection of 128GB Flash Drives

LAKE FOREST, CA - CALIFORNIA,
UNITED STATES, September 28, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Nexcopy Inc., a
leading manufacturer of USB duplicators
and printers, adds support for larger files
and drive sizes on their Copy Protection
software, CopySecure. Fewer restrictions
on data size translates to higher quality
videos and images being usable in
CopySecure content. The current
features of the CopySecure software
include:

•File Protection Against Unwanted
Copying
Working files cannot be copied off the
drive. The content can be viewed, but it
cannot be copied or shared.

•Protection Against Deletion
Data and files cannot be deleted off the drive or formatted off the drive. All content is locked at the
controller level.

•Print Security
Files cannot be printed. Restricts printing of PDF files, html files, text files and more. This is a feature
of all Nexcopy's encrypted drives and is still possible even on copy protected drives.

•Cannot Copy & Paste
Users cannot select content from from one document and copy-paste it to another. Ideal for blocking a
“select all” copy and paste from with in a PDF.

•Block Screen Grabs
Copy Secure technology blocks screen grabs on Mac computers and print screens on Windows
computers. This includes  operating system items such as Snipping Tool, as well as Third-Party
software like Snagit.

•Time Expiration
Expire files at a specific date and time. Ideal for subscription based applications or school courses.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.nexcopy.com/usb-duplicator/


Full list of USB Copy Protection features can be found on the Nexcopy site at
https://www.nexcopy.com/

"Updating based on what our customers need is an excellent way to polish a product", says Cyrus
Riahi, Marketing Manager at Nexcopy. "More space means higher quality images, better, videos, and
even an entire site can be stored on a drive and encrypted for safe use. It brings a lot of users peace
of mind to know their content can't be thrown on the web for anyone and everyone to download, and
that's really the goal of CopySecure."

Nexcopy offers free data loading for smaller jobs. The USB200PRO flash duplicator is available for
larger production runs. Contact us for more details.

About Nexcopy:
Nexcopy specializes in developing and manufacturing the finest and most feature rich flash memory
and USB duplicator on the market. Nexcopy Incorporated supplies Central and South America,
Europe, India, Asia, Pacific Rim and serves the U.S. market through its U.S. headquarters at: 13
Orchard Road Suite 102, Lake Forest, CA 92630.
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